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Introduction 
An interface defines a meeting-point or area of contact between objects, subjects or systems. 
The interface very often forms a domain of much exciting research in different ways. Thus the 
most impressive scientific progress involves many disciplines like chemistry, physics, 
mathematics, biology, medicin etc. 
An obvious consequence is that collaborations between scientists and research groups are 
becoming increasingly significant also on a global level.   
Then we experience an expanding international network cooperation in many research areas like 
IT-, biotechnology and material science.  

 
In this way intefaces will be established also in another way. 
International contacts lead to exciting confrontations between scientists from different disciplins, 
but also meetings between various universities and research institutes as well as other cultures. 
We are strongly convinced that the same situation is valid for the development of industrial 
processes, which are basically inter-disciplinary.   

 
For us it is natural to refer to the progress of the unit operations in the mining- and mineral 
industry in Sweden and we will exemplify our ideas from that area. 
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The inter-disciplinary character of a general development project in the mining industry is 
visualized in Fig. 1.  

 
The significance of industrial funding 
These scientific areas (and others) have their specific roles in the progress of the projects but they 
should not be confused and lose their intrinsic value. 
The intra-disciplinary scientific demands have to be reassured to be able to generate and retain 
respect in the scientific community.Furthermore, in the times of a decreasing number of students, 
who are submitted to technical or scientific education, it is increasingly important to display the 
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potential for educated people with different background to contribute to further progress in the 
development of industrial processes. There is room for various scientific and technical talents. 
It is a real challenge for us in this business to demonstrate how this is possible and even 
advantageous and the universities have to be able to attract good students to become PhD students, 
teachers and researchers in this area. 

 
The structure of the research community and the organisation and financing of the universities in 
Sweden as well as in the rest of Europe make funding from industry decisive in many respects.  
As a matter of fact the universities and research institutes are obliged to attract different industries 
for direct or indirect funding of joint research projects. Furthermore industrial funding is often a 
necessity to achieve EU funded projects 

 
The development of Agricola Research Centre (ARC) 
In 1998 the Luleå University of Technolgy responded to an inquiry from the Swedish Foundation 
of Strategic Research (SSF) about a research program in Mineral Processing and Technology with 
reference to fundamental studies for long-term industrial needs. 
The Swedish mining industries, LKAB and Boliden Minerals, were very active in the process to 
develop a balanced research program, which could correspond to the industrial needs as well as the 
scientific demands. 
The application was handed in to SSF in 1999 and after a positive evaluation by international 
experts the application was approved in May, 2000. 
The research program was named Agricola Research Centre (ARC) after the famous German 
scientist Georg Agricola, who was living during the 16th century and is generally called the “father 
of Mineral Processing and Metallurgy”. 
The general approach underlying the ARC program can be summarized as follows: 
The scientific basis of mineral processing is in many respects insufficiently understood. 
Significant improvements in existing processes are expected if this situation can be improved 
On a molecular level, the common basis of the mechanisms, which are underlying the various unit 
processes of the mineral processing, is the surface chemistry and the mineral surface reactions at 
the solid/liquid/gas interface.  
Hence the objective of the program is to understand the surface phenomena involved in mineral 
processing well enough, so that the results can be utilized for improvement of the existing 
processes and possibly the introduction of new methods of processing minerals. 
The nature of the research is truly inter-disciplinary and people with various background and 
qualifications are involved in the research program.  Thus different areas of chemistry (surface, 
inorganic, physical, analytical and organic), physics, mathematics, mineral processing and 
metallurgy play active roles in the projects 
Besides the research projects the program involves education of post-graduate and under-graduate 
students. 
The PhD students are recruited from many scientific disciplines as well as from industry. A few of 
the participants are actually employed at LKAB and Boliden Minerals and then they perform their 
studies as industry students. 
 
Our ambition is to create an internationally recognized center, which will influence the research 
and development of the Swedish mining and mineral industry in a long-term way.  
In that respect it is vital to establish collaboration and network with the world-leading centers of 
excellence in the field. 



ARC has already established a widespread international network and by a special funding , so 
called Institutional Grant, from the Swedish Foundation for International Cooperation in Research 
and Higher Education (STINT) we have created scientific exchange and collaboration projects 
with Ian Wark Research Institute (IWRI) in Adelaide, Australia. 
 
The funding from SSF was approved on the condition that LKAB and Boliden Minerals also took 
part in the financing of the program.  
The total allowance was limited to about 5 million USD (about 35% from Industry) and the 
research program is supposed to continue for about 6 years.   
The scientific level is commended by the production of PhD – and Licentiate theses as well as 
publications in well-established scientific journals with a referee system. 
The industrial needs have to be looked after within this frame, which excludes short-term projects 
of more or less “problem-solving” type. 

 
The research program of ARC 
An illustration of the common theme in the program, Mineral Surface Properties, is given in 
Fig. 2.  
The mineral surface properties are become important after the grinding process in the production 
chain and the ARC program is focussed on that area. 

 
The research program represents another implication of the concept “interface”, since mineral 
particle surfaces are representing boundary phases in many mineral processes e.g. mineral/water, 
mineral/air, mineral/mineral etc. 

 
The research program is divided in four principal areas with separate conditions and objectives: 
  
1. Comminution of Minerals and Rocks 

The relation between particle characteristics as influenced by the comminution 
process and the influence on the subsequent operations 
Aim:  improved efficiency 

increased griding rate 
utilisation of mechanical activation 
 

2. Mineral surface reactions and chemical modelling 
Atomistic simulation, surface structure, sorption properties, flotation pulp models, 
froth dynamics and structure 
 
Aim: improved surface characterization 

quantification of surface properties 
modelling of surface reactions 
 

3.  Minerals Bio-processing 
Metal biobeneficiation, bacterial cell surfaces, bioflotation, 
bioflocculation 

Aim: utilisation of microorganisms in mineral processing 
 

 
 



4.                  Metallurgical properties of iron ore pellets 
agglomeration and induration, decrepitation, oxidation metallurgy, swelling and 
softening, melting 
Aim:  improve pellet production 

improve blast furnace operation 
develop new pellet composition 

The first two areas relate to general  issues  while  the last two areas are more specific for  Boliden 
Minerals (Nr 3) and LKAB (Nr 4) respectively. 
Besides PhD students at the different university departments we have given priority to industry 
participants and 2 PhD students are working at LKAB and 1 PhD student at Boliden Minerals. 
They are, however, participating at the same conditions as the university students and their 
projects are chosen from a scientific basis. 
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The common theme    =    Surface Properties of Mineral Particles     
     Fig.2 
The overall objectives of the ARC program are described earlier. There are  
various scientific challenges, which have to be met by the researchers.  
They can briefly be condensed in the following points: 
i)     Description and characterisation of surfaces and surface interactions at the molecular level 
ii)    Quantification of surface properties and processes occurring at surfaces 
iii)   Modelling of surface properties and processes and hence their prediction 
 
The industry objectives are also manifold such as to establish a research center for scientific and 
technical exchange and to be supplied with well-educated research fellows for employment in key 
positions. 
 



The ARC program is principally committed to fundamental research, which fits very well into the 
industrial vision of the industrial needs in order to achieve further progress of the process 
understanding and control. 
In order to obtain the over-all industrial vision to control the industrial processes an intimate 
collaboration between industry and university is needed. 

 
The industrial vision is visualized in Fig.3, where the fundamental studies are integrated in a 
diagram of obligations with reference to the development of industrial processes. 
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Overview of some recent results of ARC 
The surface and bulk chemistry of hydrolysis and red-ox reactions of metal ions, 
flotation reagents, precipitation, speciation in solution and at mineral surfaces are all central to the 
understanding of flotation. 
The interference of many branches of chemistry is therefore readily justified and scientific 
disciplines like surface chemistry, electrochemistry, solution chemistry, analytical chemistry, 
physical chemistry and inorganic chemistry are all possible contributors to the fundamentals of 
flotation not to mention physics, mineralogy, geology and hydrodynamics. 
There are numerous of papers published highlighting different aspects of flotation chemistry and 
introducing various analytical techniques to achieve a more comprehensive view of the process. 
Early research focussed on the conditions in the flotation pulp in order to make the process more 
efficient by the assignment of flotation indicators through measurement of flotation recoveries and 
contact angles.  The investigated parameters include pH, pe, concentrations and actions of 
collector/depressants. 
These studies were suitable for optimising the flotation conditions but not for a understanding the 
details of flotation chemistry.  
We have the ambition to add some new values in our fundamental studies.  
This statement naturally implies not only new useful results obtained by careful investigations 
utilising well-established methods but also the introduction of new techniques and concepts. 

   
In the ARC program we are running projects combining potentiometric titrations with 
spectroscopic techniques like Raman, FT-IR, SEM and ζ-potential measurements in order to 
describe and model particle surface interactions in mixed minerals systems.   
In a mixture of maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) and fluorapatite the mineral particles are attached to each 
other by surface interactions through the phosphate entities. This reaction influences the surface 
acid-base properties and is applicable to the reduction of phosphate in iron ores. 
The modelling of surface reaction in aqueous suspensions is performed by computer programs, 
which involve the surface charge effect. 
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The surface reactions of sulphide minerals are studied by integrating in-situ FT-IR and Raman 
spectroscopy, SEM and CP/MAS NMR measurements. These studies also involve kinetics of 
collector adsorption in aqueous suspensions. 
The metal sulphides currently examined are ZnS, PbS, CdS, NiS, Cu2S and CuFeS2.  
The reagents chosen are different types of xanthates, di-thio-phosphates and di-thio-carbamates 
and mixtures of them. 
In our studies we are establishing the surface adsorption and speciation as well as solid and liquid 
complexes as a function of pH and concentration. 
The vibration spectroscopy studies are performed adopting an ATR technique, where crystals of 
ZnS or Ge with a surface layer of a certain metal sulphide are placed in the spectrometer. 
A reagent solution is pumped over the crystal and the spectra are recorded in-situ. 
By utilising polarised light both the preferred orientation and the adsorption kinetics of the 
individual reagents and a mixture can be established.  
The influence of surface activation with reference to flotation of sphalerite is examined with the 
same technique. 
Generally the adsorption kinetics is relatively slow and during the time period of  flotation (≈ 15 
min) the surface coverage is about 10-20% of a monolayer. 
The surface activation of sphalerite with Cu(II) ions influences the adsorption rate rather than the 
adsorbed amount of xanthate. 
CP MAS NMR has proven to be a useful tool in these studies. This technique is considered to be 
quite insensitive at the concentration levels valid for froth flotation, but this has turned out to be 
wrong. 
On the contrary we have demonstrated that mineral surface reactions can be verified with this 
technique at collector concentrations below 0.1 mM. 
In our studies we have utilised the spin of the nuclei P-31, C-13 in the dithio-phosphates, N-15, C-
13 in the dithiocarbamates, Cu-65, Pb-207 and Cd-113 in the different metal sulphides to achieve 
structural information of the species formed. 
Correlations between the P-31 chemical shift anisotropy and the molecular structure in polynuclear 
O,O’-dialkyldithiophosphate Zn(II) and Ni(II) complexes are established by means of CP/MAS 
NMR and ab-initio quantum mechanical calculations. 
The internal distance and characteristics of separately adsorbed collector molecules are established 
by introducing special activation sequences and double quantum evaluation techniques of the 
NMR spectra. 

 
The experimental methods used are described in more detail in the publications and theses, which 
are found in the reference list at the end the article.  

 
Atomistic simulations represent a methodology that has been successful in predicting the 
structures and properties of a range of minerals including crystal morphology, surface structure 
and adsorption behaviour. 
The main emphasis of our work is to develop and apply these simulation techniques in 
understanding the mineral surface, dislocation and interfaces, hydration at different cleavage 
planes, the effect of additives in modifying the structure and stability of the mineral surface etc. 
The results so far comprise surface hydration, surface induced solubility and  
surface energies of  industrial minerals like wollastonite, calcite and fluorite. 
Calculations referring to iron minerals are in progress. 
Parallel studies based on first principle calculations are performed in collaboration with 
mathematicians, who are enrolled in the research program.  



 
The industry PhD-projects at LKAB include continuous modelling of a tumbling mill because 
autogenous (AG) and semi-autogenous (SAG) mills often operate in an unstable state because of 
the difficulty to balance the rate of replenishment of large ore particles from the feed with the 
consumption in the charge. This has led to an increased interest in obtaining an accurate and direct 
measurement of mill load and the behaviour of the mill charge. A problem in attempting to 
measure those parameters is getting a sensor that is both robust and sensitive enough for 
continuous on-line measurement. 
Techniques that measure the force acting on the lifter when it hits the charge inside the mill have 
got an increased interest recently because of the ability to combine it with DEM modeling. This 
study presents measurements from a pilot mill with a strain gauge sensor (CCM) mounted on a 
metal plate inside a rubber lifter that directly responds to changes in mill load and charge 
behaviour.  
Another PhD-project at LKAB covers the influence of raw material properties on magnetite 
concentrate green pellet strength and oxidation/sintering behaviour. 
The aim of this work is to to quantify changes in green pellet oxidation and sintering behaviour 
due to changes in raw material properties. 
Analytical measuring methods for raw material characterisation  are developed and correlated to 
pellet properties in pilot scale experiments and even in full production scale. 
A laboratory  measuring method has been developed to measure the reactivity of olivine additive 
during induration of iron ore pellets. The results have been applied at LKAB Svappavaara 
production plant. The pellet quality increased and savings have been made in olivine grinding 
costs. 
A PhD-project at Boliden Minerals deals with the fluorine toxicity in bioleaching systems. The 
activity of microorganisms is influenced by the chemical environment. High concentrations of As 
or Cl- can ruin the bacterial activity. Thiocyanate and mineral oils have proven to be toxic even at 
the ppm-level. The toxic level of As is depending on the type of bacteria and redox-level. As(V) is 
less toxic than As(III) and thermophilic bacteria are less tolerant than mesophilic ones. 
There are indications that the presence of fluoride is toxic even at low concentrations. The toxic 
level is depending on the concentrations of metal ions in the leachate e.g. Al(III) that forms strong 
complexes with F-. 
Other projects in the ARC program refer to the stability of flotation froth, the importance of 
dixanthogen as well as oxidation products of other collectors in flotation, the influence of 
electrochemical reactions on dry and wet grinding of mineral mixtures and some more are in the 
pipeline. 
 
Up to now about 30 papers are published with reference to the ARC program. 
In addition one PhD thesis and two licentiate theses are produced (2001-2003). 
A few publications are given in the list of references below. 
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